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Inauguration Ceremony for Nissin Academy Training Center and Nissin Club Saganoso
Nissin Electric Co., Ltd. had been advancing, for the occasion of the 100th anniversary of its
establishment, the construction of its new training center, Nissin Academy Training Center, in the
east-side plot by its Head Office site, with the work being completed in February 2019.
The total area for training rooms and practical training rooms in the new training facility is
approximately twice that in the past, and they have been built to provide a venue for a wide
range of actual equipment-based training for passing on our technologies, from those contained
in power system equipment to charged beam and processing equipment. Completed along with
this recreational facility is Nissin Club Saganoso, to serve as a venue for facilitating
communication among employees. In designing the outside appearance, the surrounding
landscape was taken into consideration to exemplify our concern for the environment, and
planted areas have been established in exterior areas.
The main features of the buildings are as follows:
・Outside appearance design fusing the tradition of Kyoto and innovative functions with the
surrounding landscape taken into consideration
・Following the “The Basic Plan for Green of Kyoto City”, many exterior spaces and green
areas have been installed, under the concept of biodiversity and rain garden, paying
consideration to the environment.
・LED lights are used throughout the buildings as an energy saving measure, and lights in
corridors, resting spaces and the like are controlled with motion sensors.
・Air conditioning loads are reduced through the adoption of high insulation performance
roofs and double glazed windows to shut out sun rays and cold air along with the use of high
efficiency air conditioners. Natural air circulation is realized by measures such as courtyards,
which provide paths for air.
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Spatial Organization
Consisting of the two-story training building and the single-story practical training building
Part of the first floor of the training building is used as Nissin Club Saganoso for facilitating
communication among employees.
Training Building
１Ｆ Great training hall (160 + 160 m2) max. 300 person capacity
Reception room (30 m2)
Center office (80 m2)
Dining hall (80 m2)
Nissin Club Saganoso
２Ｆ Six medium-sized (80 m2) training rooms, each with a capacity of 20 to 30 persons. Two
rooms can be converted into 1 room (60 to 80-person capacity)
Practical Training Building
Furnished with 14 large and small rooms ready for a wide variety of training using equipment
ranging from power system equipment to charged beam and processing equipment
Nissin Club Saganoso
Facility where spaces are provided for facilitating communication between employees and
with the company’s stakeholders, as well as spaces for enriching communication between
peers, between superiors and subordinates, and with outside people
Saganoso consists of 5 rooms, including a grand hall with a capacity of 48 persons and small
rooms that can hold up to 8 persons. The facility’s guests can enjoy conversation while
dining.

Summary of Nissin Academy Training Center and Nissin Club Saganoso
Address: 8-8 Umezu-Minamihiro-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto City (located on the eastern side of
the Head Office and Works)
Land area: Approx. 5,000 m2
Total floor area: 3,341 m2 (1F: 2,529 m2, 2F: 812 m2)
Building area: 2,632 m2
Completion date: February 4, 2019
Usage: Training facility for the purpose of training and developing human resources
Recreation facility for the purpose of facilitating communication among employees
Capital investment: Approx. 1.2 billion yen

